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Microwavesprovide an interesting tool for the noninvasive detection of biological media. In this paper, the
radiativetransfer theory is applied and developed to the biological media at the microwave frequency range.
Thereflected intensities from a multi-layered medium with planar and rough interfaces are obtained. As an
illustration,the relative reflected intensities from a fat, muscle and bone medium are obtained as functions
of frequenciesand incident angles in the cases of a planar bone interface and a bone fracture.

Inactiveremote sensing, theories have been applied to
determinethe reflected, scattered and transmitted fields
or intensities. The radiative transfer theory and
applicationsin active remote sensing for multi-layered
mediahave been studied [1-4]. Basic equations for
passiveremotesensing to biological media were discussed
byIsmailet al. [5]. In section 2 the radiative transfer
equationsare developed to calculate the reflected
intensitiesfroma multi-layered biological medium. As an
applicationof the obtained result, the reflected intensities
froma fat, muscle and bone medium with planar
interfacesare obtained in section 3. Section 4 is devoted
tonumericalcalculations which are set up to determine
that intensities in the case of bone rough interface.
Discussionand conclusion are presented' in section 5.

Consider a multi-layered medium with different
dielectricconstants separated from each other by planar
interfacesat z = 0, d l' dj, ..., dN-1 as shown in Figure
(I). At microwave frequencies, the wavelength is much
largerthan the cell dimensions in biological media.
Therefore,.the scattered effect can be neglected and only
theabsorptioneffect may be considered [6].
The radiative transfer equations within the jth layer

become[4] ..
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where 1.+ and r.- are the upward and downward Stockes
paramefers, re~pectively, including both vertical and
horizontal polarizations [7]. Kaj is the absorption
coefficient divided by the cosine of the angle OJ' The
boundary condition at z = - dj_1 is



where T and R represent 4X4 transmission and reflection
coefficient matrices for planar interfaces. Explicit
expressions of these coefficients are given by Ulaby et
aI.[8]. The solutions for (la) and (lb) have the following
forms
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Let z = - ~-1 in ~4a) and z = - ~ in (4b), yielding
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Now, we can relate the intensities at the (j-l )th and the jth
layer interfaces as

-Ka·( d· -dj_1) ]e l J R ..J,j
U

Therefore, the intensities at the interface z = - dj_Ican
be written in terms of those at the boundary Z = - dj as

In order to relate the intensities at z = - dj_Iinterfao
to those at z = - <j+1 interface we let j =J + 1 in (I,
Generally, the relatIon between the intensities at fu

(j_l)th interface to those at the Nth interface is givenas

Equation (9) is similar to that obtained by Karam[~
when the scattering effect is ignored.

3. RELATIVE REFLECTED INTENSITIES FROM I

THREE LAYERED BIOLOGICAL MEDIUM

Consider a biological medium consisting of fat, mu
and bone with planar interfaces as shown in Figure (2)
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Figure 2. A Three Layers Biological Medium
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The total reflected intensity in a~r, Ie(O), is given8l

;

Ir(O) = RooIo(O)+ToII;(O) (I
rou

where 10(0) is the incident intensity and 11+(0) is frTh
upward intensity in fat at z = O. Ir(O) can be obtainedFx
setting j = 1 and N = 2 in (9). Also, Il (0) = 0 becai:boll
the bone layer is a half space below z = -dz. Therefa~ac
(9) becomes IDte

[
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10(0)
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Figure 3. Relative reflected intensities against incident angles for horizontal and vertical polarizations
for the planar bone interface case

Case I: d1 = 2 mm, ~ = 12 mm. Case 2: dl = 5 mm, d2 = 15 mm.
fl = 0.915 GHz f2 = 2.45 GHz.
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It is seenthat 11+(0) can be obtained in terms of 10(0)
andsubstitutingthe result of (11) in (10), we get the
relativereflectedintensities (Ir(O)/IQ(O».Figure (3) shows
therelativereflected intensities versus the incident angles
at 0.915 GHz and 2.45 GHz for different layer
thicknesses.Vertical and horizontal polarizations are
considered.

4. RELATIVEREFLECTED INTENSITIES FROM A
ROUGHINTERFACE

In this section the bone interface is considered as a
roughinterface. This case is similar to bone fractures.
The same analysis presented in section 3 is followed
exceptthat the reflection and transmission coefficients of
boneplanar interface is multiplied by the shadowing
factors [8,9]. The shadowing factor for reflected
intensitiesis given by [8] as
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Uj = cot OJ, OJ is the incident angle at the bone interface
obtained by Snell's law. Erfc is the complementary error
function. ex is called the root mean square surface slope.
While the shadowing factor for transmitted intensities is
given as

~ = cot ()t' 0t is the transmitted angle in the bone layer.
In the case of greenstick fracture (incomplete breaks
occurring only in the resilient bones of children [10])
ex = 1.0. The relative reflected intensities versus the
incident angles for both vertical and horizontal
polarizations at 0.915 GHz and 2.45 GHz are illustrated
in Figure (4).
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Figure 4. Relative reflected intensities against incident angles for horizontal and vertical polarizations

for the rough bone interface case with Ct = 1.0.
Case 1: d} = 2 mm, ~ = 12 mm. Case 2: d} = 5 mm, d2 = 15 mm.

f} = 0.915 GHz f2 = 2.45 GHz.
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The reflection problem from a multi-layered biological
medium with planar and rough interfaces has been
solved. Figure (3) shows the relative reflected intensities
as a function of incident angles at two different
frequencies for both vertical and horizontal polarizations
with Ct = 0.0. It is observed that those intensities
decrease as frequency increases. Also, they are sensitive
to the thickness of fat and muscle layers. Figure (4)
shows the intensities obtained from a rough bone
interface with ( Ct = 1.0). From Figure (3) and Figure
(4) it is found that the intensities decrease as the bone
interface roughness increases. This observation is shown
in Figure (5). The bone fracture types such as
compression, spiral and greenstick are characterized by
certain values of Ct, [10]. Therefore, the method
discussed in this paper can be applied to get a group of
curves for the relative reflected intensities at different
values of Ct (0 < Ct ~ 1 ) to discriminate bone fracture
types. Finally, this approach is useful to sense the layer
thickness and the bone interface roughness (bone
fractures) .
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Figure 5. Relative reflected intensities against inci~
angles for both vertical and horizontal polarizations
f=0.915 GHz, d} = 2 mm and ~ = 12 mm.
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